Our Approach: DisCoverage
• explore convex environment Q with N robots
• frontier-based [4] , distributed control laws ⇒ goal: S(t) → Q for t → ∞
Our Approach: DisCoverage
Transfer the solution to the coverage problem [2, 3] to the exploration problem.
⇒ coverage + exploration = DisCoverage a fully distributed approach to multi-robot exploration
Set-up and Definitions
• robot position p i ∈ R n • simple robot dynamicsṗ i = u i with control input u i 
Robot dynamics
Objective Function
• density function φ(q): expected information gain in q
Example of the Coverage Problem r DisCoverage Idea
• adapt H c to facilitate distributed multi-robot exploration
• density φ as a function of the time-varying frontier ∂S i φ(q, ∂S i (P(t), t)) = exp − 1 2σ 2 dist 2 (q, ∂S i )
• density φ is quasi-stationary, thereforė
Robot dynamics 
Conclusion
DisCoverage is a novel approach to multi-robot exploration merging the choice of target points and path planning into a single step. Based on a Voronoi partition, each robot optimizes a locally computable objective function to automatically obtain control vectors which assure simultaneous exploration of different regions of uncharted territory. This is achieved by introducing a density function φ as a function of the timevarying frontier ∂S. In line with the solution to the coverage problem, DisCoverage is provably correct. Hence, exploration of the entire environment is always guaranteed. 
Detailed Results of the Multi-Robot Exploration Process

